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Amerindian Slavery in the Americas 
 
Before epidemics and wars decimated native populations, Europeans relied on 
native slavery in a variety of ways in the Americas. The region that relied on 
native slavery most heavily was Brazil. Here, the Portuguese transplanted sugar 
cane stalks from Madeira in the Canary Islands. They used native slavery to 
cultivate and process the cane, which was the main source of labor on sugar 
cane plantations in Brazil into the 1600s. Slaves were captured in wars between 
native tribes. The Portuguese negotiated with native leaders to exchange slaves 
for goods, weapons, and alliance. The Portuguese also conducted raiding 
parties. These raids produced resistance and increased warfare, which in turn 
produced more opportunities to enslave those on the losing side of battles. By 
the mid-1500s, the Portuguese monarchy implemented a policy that promised 
protection to natives who recognized and submitted to Portuguese rule as well as 
enslavement to those who did not. In 1570, the monarchy outlawed native 
slavery, but there were many loopholes in the law, such as allowing Portuguese 
to enslave those natives captured through just war, in which the Portuguese 
fended off attack and enslaved natives that practiced cannibalism. Catholic 
missionaries from the Jesuit religious order tried to aid the natives by setting up 
mission villages as refuges. In return, natives living in the villages provided free 
labor. Disease struck the native populations of Brazil in the early 1600s, at which 
time the Portuguese turned more and more to enslaved Africans as a primary 
labor source. Nevertheless, the capturing and enslaving of natives continued. In 
the 1680s, Portuguese, who hunted for potential slaves in the backwoods of 
Brazilian forests, negotiated with native leaders for slaves the latter had captured 
in war. Members of the Jesuit order accompanied these negotiations to ensure 
the legitimacy of individuals’ slave status. Each native slave had to have papers 
detailing this status to which Jesuits attested. 
 
In North America, native slaves were fewer in number than in Brazil. The English 
enslaved natives in southeastern North America, and the French enslaved 
natives in Canada and Louisiana. Like the Portuguese, the English relied on just 
wars to rationalize native slavery. Allying with native societies out of necessity, 
the English enslaved the enemies of their native allies with whom they fought, 
such as the Pequot after the Pequot War in 1637 in which the English allied with 
the Mohegan and Narragansett tribes. The English most often made native 
children household slaves, sending most of the adults to fellow colonies in the 
Caribbean. In the Carolina colonies, the English moved beyond the just war 
rationale in the late 1600s. English colonists, many who migrated from the 
Caribbean colony of Barbados, negotiated with local native chiefs for the captives 
the latter acquired through war. As was the case in Portuguese Brazil, this 
practice inspired increased warfare among natives. With each conclusion of 
warfare, the English were willing to exchange goods for prisoners of war. Some 
of the native slaves remained in the Carolinas. Others were transported to 
Caribbean settlements. Into the first two decades of the 1700s, the Carolina 
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slave trade caused wars to move inward, involving more and more native tribes. 
After this point, native populations and economies could no longer supply the 
demand. 


